Kinetics and polymorphs of yeast prion Sup35NM amyloidogenesis.
Amyloidogenic proteins often form many types of aggregates, which are a critical determinant of cytotoxicity and tissue specificity. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the generation of distinct amyloids and their influence on cells remain largely unknown. We herein investigated the polymorphic amyloid formation of the yeast prion protein, Sup35NM, an intrinsically disordered N-terminal fragment of Sup35, under various conditions and its potential relationship to cytotoxicity. Sup35NM aggregated to amyloid fibrils with distinct kinetics, structures, morphologies, tinctorial properties, and conformational stabilities depending on the concentration of NaCl, pH, and temperature, indicating the polymorphic amyloidogenesis of Sup35NM. Detailed kinetic analyses of Sup35NM amyloid formation revealed a strong inverse correlation between the lag time and elongation rate without a correlation between kinetic and structural parameters. These results suggest that kinetic polymorphisms due to distinct nucleation and elongation rates result in structural polymorphs of amyloid fibrils, and also that conditions that enhance or inhibit the nucleation of Sup35NM promote or delay fibril growth. The deleterious effects of polymorphic Sup35NM amyloid fibrils on membrane integrity and cell vitality were minimal. We hypothesize that the innocuous polymorphic nature of Sup35NM amyloid fibrils may be beneficial for gaining time for prion infection prior to cell death.